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KeyGraph, a document-indexing (keyword-extraction) algorithm, is applied for a new purpose:
Extracting active faults with risks of near-future large earthquakes from earthquake-
sequences. This paper presents KeyGraph as an extractor of causalities from an event-
sequence. This validates KeyGraph as a tool for showing why and which active faults are risky,
as well as for showing why and which words abstract a document. The risky faults that are
empirically obtained by KeyGraph correspond closely to real earthquake occurrences and
seismologists' risk estimation.

Introduction

It is important to note that, in this paper,
troughs (seismic faults deep in the sea) and

active faults in shallower land crust are both
called active faults or simply faults. An earthquake
occurs at an active fault, a boundary of two areas
of land crust moving in different directions,
stressed by those movements. Various methods
have been used for earthquake prediction.
Trenching survey ± mining a fault for evidence
of past earthquakes ± (Okada, 1993), can
approximately estimate the risk, that is, whether
we have a long time before the next earthquake
will occur at the fault. Such a direct `land-mining'
is inefficient and expensive and, more signifi-
cantly, can not distinguish near-future (within a
few decades) earthquake risks from far-future
(hundreds of years) ones.
Mining data, in spite of land, for finding risky

active faults is inexpensive and efficient. Seismic
gaps (areas earthquakes did not occur in but only
around recently) may be regarded as risky
(Ohtake, 1994). However, a seismic gap may
have no natural cause of earthquakes. Earthquake
risks at an active fault were estimated from its
recorded history of earthquakes (WGCEP, 1995;
Rikitake, 1976). However, for high-accuracy
predictions, interactions between multiple faults
should also be considered. This is quite difficult
because underground interactions between faults
are hidden and complex. Although statistic
approaches look at the long range both in time
and space, the underground interactions of faults
across a wide area, for example the overall land
of Japan, are hardly counted (Ogata et al, 2000;
Utsui, 1980, 1983, 1999).
In this paper, we present a method for the

exploration of risky active faults where large
earthquakes may occur in the near future, by

detecting hidden causalities among land crust
movements and activities of faults. Hereafter, we
call our system Fatal Fault Finder or F3 in short. F3

finds risky faults by applying KeyGraph, which was
originally presented as a document-indexing
algorithm (Ohsawa, 1998), not to a document but
to a sequence of focal faults, that is, the faults where
past earthquakes occurred. This strategy stems
from the idea that KeyGraph is essentially an
algorithm for extracting causal structures from a
sequence of events. Finding keywords that carry
assertions of a document was just one application
of KeyGraph. That is, the cause (global land crust
movements) and the effect (stresses on active faults,
to cause near-future earthquakes) are extracted
from an earthquake-sequence by KeyGraph, as well
as the cause (basic concepts of the author) and the
effect (expressing the author's assertions by
keywords) are extracted from a document.
In the remainder, I first show KeyGraph as a

method to find events playing major roles in the
causal structure, from an event-sequence. Apply-
ing this to earthquakes, the seismic semantics of
KeyGraph ± when applied to an earthquake-
sequence ± are clarified. The experimental results
show risky areas and their shifts after large
earthquakes in Japan, with seismologic
evaluations.

KeyGraph for Abstracting Causalities
Among Events in a Sequence

Some event-sequences in the real world include
effects and some parts of their causes may be
observable. Typically, the most fundamental
causes are hidden (not observable) and in severe
cases unknown (not known to human or
computer). I present KeyGraph, generalised from
a document-indexing method to a method for
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extracting essential events and the causal
structures among them, from such an event-
sequence. Suppose text (string-sequence) D is
given, describing an event-sequence sorted by
time with inserted periods (`.') corresponding to
the moments of major changes. For example, let
text D be as in Eq.(1).

D �123# 202# 1# 84# :76# :216# 1# 202#

84# :249# 84# :76# 249# � � � �1�
Here, `m# ' means a known and observed event.
Because it is a known event, it has an already
defined ID-number m. Here, 123# and 202# are
events No.123 and No.202, which are the events
that occurred at the first and the second
moments. This example includes four `.'s because
four major changes occurred. The definition of
changes depends on the data domain. In the case
of a real document, periods are put at the end of
each sentence. Then, the following steps:
KeyGraph-Step 1 to KeyGraph-Step 2 are applied
to D. Let us first introduce the intuition of
KeyGraph and then the procedure.

The algorithm summary of KeyGraph
(Intuition)

KeyGraph-Step 1: Clusters of co-occurring
frequent items (words in a document, or events
in a sequence) are obtained as basic clusters,
called foundations. That is, items appearing many
times in the data (e.g., the word `202#' in Eq.(1))
are extracted, and each pair of items that often
occur in the same sequence unit (a sentence in a
document, or each term between strong quakes
in an earthquake-sequence according to EQ2)
shown later) is linked to each other, for example
`202# ± 1# ± 84#' for Eq.(1). Each connected

graph of those links and items forms one
foundation, implying the existence of a common
cause for the occurrence of included items.
KeyGraph-Step 2: Items not so frequent as ones

in clusters but co-occurring with multiple
clusters, e.g., `249' in Eq.(1), are obtained as
roofs. We regard roofs as candidates of chances,
that is, rare items that are significant (assertions
in a document, or latent risk of future
earthquakes) with respect to the structure of
relations among items.

The algorithm summary of KeyGraph
(Procedure)

KeyGraph-Step 1: Graph G is first made of nodes
as the black ones in Figure 1, representing a fixed
number (set to 30 in default) of the most
frequent events in D. Then, a fixed number (set
to 29) of the most frequently co-occurring event-
pairs, i.e. faults wi and wj of the largest local(wi

wj) in Eq.(2) are linked with lines such as the thick
solid ones in Figure 1. Regard each link here as a
pair-wise, i.e. local influence between events. In
Eq.(2), |x|s denotes the count of x 's appearances
in s, a term between two nearest period(`.')s.
Then, a maximal connected subgraph (a
connected subgraph not included properly by
any connected subgraph) of G is regarded as a
cluster of events caused by a common
fundamental cause which might be hidden or
unknown. A cluster may be made of a single
node. For example, three clusters are obtained
from D in Eq.(1), each including event-set {84#,
202#, 1#}, {3#, 4#}, and {76#}, respectively
as in Figure 1.
KeyGraph-Step 2: The conditional probability

by which event w in D occurred with a
fundamental cause, that is, with events in cluster

Figure 1: An example result of KeyGraph: Circular nodes and thick (both solid and dotted) lines show the
output of KeyGraph, and other parts depict its seismological semantics. The double-cycled nodes show the
essential events with high key. 249# is a roof ± a rare high-key node.
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g, given that w occurred, is defined by global(w,g)
in Eq.(3). w's and g's of the highest values of
global(w,g) are connected by the thick dotted
lines as shown in Figure 1. In Eq.(3) to (4), |g|s is
the count of events in g which occurred in term s.
Finally, events affected strongly by fundamental
causes are regarded as essential. Here, events
(w's) of the highest key(w), defined as the sum of
global(w,g) for all clusters (g's) in G, are obtained
as the most essential event.

local�wi;wj� �
X
g�D

jwijgjwjjg; �2�

global�w; g� �
P

g2D jwjgjgÿ wjgP
g2D
P

w0�6�w�2gjw0jgjwjg
�3�

where jgÿ wjg �
jgjg ÿjwjg if w 2 g;
jgjg if w 2 g:

�
�4�

An event affected by more fundamental events
appears to be an essential effect in a strait-
forward way of thinking, but may also be an
essential cause of more essential effects. For
example, from Eq.(1), 249# is obtained as
affected strongly by the two fundamental causes
(one affecting {84#, 202# , 1#}) and another
affecting {76#}). 84# is also obtained with
high key value, but rather means an essential
cause of 249#. For concluding this section, let
me summarise that the factors in Table 1 are
considered in applying KeyGraph to an event-
sequence.

KeyGraph Applied to Finding Risky
Active Faults

The KeyGraph-based earthquake data miner,
called Fatal Fault Finder (F3), consists of the
following three steps:

EQ1) Get the following input data:
Data 1: Land surface locations of faults, i.e.,
F=(a,b) for every fault F where a and b are
the positions of the two ends of F defined 2-

dimensionally by the longitude and the
latitude.
Data 2: A sequence of earthquakes, where
each earthquake Ei is given as (timei, long-
itudei, latitudei, depthi, magnitudei), for
i=1,2,...N sorted by timei (the time the i-th
earthquake occurred) where N is the number
of observed earthquakes. (longitudei, latitudei),
depthi, and magnitudei denote the 2-dimen-
sional position, the depth, and the magnitude
of the i-th earthquake respectively.

EQ2) Make D: The distance from the epicentre
(the 2-dimensional position of the earthquake
focus measured on the ground surface) x of
each earthquake in Data 2 to a fault F (=(a,
b)) is computed. Then, F is regarded as the
focal fault if it is the nearest to x, of all the
faults in Data 1 (the third dimension, that is,
the depth of each earthquake, is useless
because it is unknown ± even by seismolo-
gists ± in what angle each fault lies under-
ground.). D is made as the sequence of these
obtained focal faults. Each string in D implies
an event, i.e. an earthquake at the focal fault.
Then, `.' is inserted after each earthquake
stronger than M�, a fixed magnitude. This is
because energetic earthquakes often change
the movement of land crust, by releasing
crust-distortion energy (Hori, 1993).

EQ3) Obtain risky faults: Obtain the events of
the highest values of key in D, and regard
their focal faults as risky, that is, strongly
stressed.

For example, from Data 2 in Table 2, we
obtain D as in Eq.(1) including N `#'s. In this
case, m# means an earthquake at fault No. m in
Data 1. Here, 123# and 202# are faults No.123
and No.202 given in Data 1, which are the
closest ones to the epicentres of the first and the
second earthquakes, i.e., (142.804E, 42.140N)
and (139.523E, 37.441N) respectively. Eq.(1)
includes four `.'s supposing that four big earth-
quakes over magnitude M� occurred. 249# is
obtained as risky, in EQ3).

The Seismologic Semantics of
KeyGraph

We apply KeyGraph because the clusters
(foundations and roofs) correspond to mean-
ingful components of earthquakes. Here we
show these correspondences.

The Seismologic Semantics of KG1)

The major assumption introduced here is that the
source of earthquakes at active faults is the
underground movement of fundamental faults.
Fundamental faults are large and mostly hidden

(1) Event-sequence D
(2) Periods (`.'s): The moments of major

changes
(3) Fundamental causes
(4) Event co-occurrence due to common

causes
(5) Essential events affected by funda-

mental causes

Table 1: Factors Considered in KeyGraph.
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active faults with branches that appear on the
land-surface as faults.
We can suppose that frequent earthquakes at a

fault occur, because the fault can quake for a
weak but high-frequency influence from a small
part of a fundamental fault or from neighbouring
faults. That is, the influence from a small part of a
fundamental fault causes some of its branch
faults to quake, which triggers the chain of pair-
wise co-quaking (quaking between the same pair
of nearest `.' s) of other branch faults. This co-
quaking of a pair of faults is caused by two faults
locally pushing each other by propagating local
stress via shallow land crust. Such local
interactions are detected by step KG1) as pair-
wise co-quaking of faults. As shown later in the
experimental results, each cluster in KG1) is
formed by faults located around one or a few
lines on the surface of land. Interpreting these
lines as fundamental faults, this supports the
seismological semantics above of KG1).

Seismologic Semantics of KG2)

Direct stress from fundamental faults is great,
because they correspond to long boundary lines
of large land crust areas with enormous mass,
that is, moving with enormous energy, called
active fault provinces (RGAFJ, 1992). In fact, long
faults have been causing large earthquakes.
Therefore, active faults affected directly by
fundamental faults are stressed strongly and
may cause a large earthquake soon.
As a result, a fault which co-quakes (often

quakes around the same period of time) with
fundamental faults can be regarded as risky, if
the co-quaking reflects a causal relation between
the quakes. Such a causation may not be
observed directly, because fundamental faults
are mostly hidden deeply underground. How-
ever, the co-quaking of faults can be observed
and counted from data like Data 1 and 2 above,
by employing step KG2) of KeyGraph. This step
shows the co-occurrence of each event and an
event-cluster corresponding to a group of faults
near a fundamental fault. Note that this co-
occurrence is not pair-wise (fault-to-fault), but
global (fault-to-cluster).

Theoretically established prediction methods
(such as the Markov model) on fitting
established time-series models to earthquake
occurrences at an active fault or in a certain
fixed area already exist (Rikitake, 1976; Suzuki,
1995). However, too little is known about the
underlying principles of earthquakes to be
modelled probabilistically (Savage, 1992).
Besides making an analysis of precise local

effects, it is meaningful to consider global
causalities behind earthquakes, because
earthquakes occur due to the stress from global
activities of land crust. Recently, simplified
physical models of the process leading to the
collapse in the land crust have been used for
probabilistic estimation of large earthquakes
(Vamvatsikos, 2002). However, the interaction
of active faults scattering widely has been
considered in these models much less than their
real impact. Especially in the Pacific-rim Asia,
including Japan, thousands of active faults are
guessed to be pushing each other in complex
and unknown connections.
In short, KeyGraph is useful for grasping such

interactions of faults in a large area. In this sense,
KeyGraph better fits for earthquakes than
considering local seismic effects (Ohtake, 1994).
As introduced by Ohsawa (2002), KeyGraph was
first presented as a method for extracting
keywords representing assertions and essential
concepts, based on basic concepts expressed as
local (pair-wise) co-occurrence of words
(Ohsawa, 1998). Comparing Figure 1 with #m
representing each active fault to Figure 2
showing KeyGraph applied to a paper (Ohsawa,
2002) on chance discovery, we see an
earthquake-sequence and a document similar in
the sense of structure, i.e., both have funda-
mental parts and rare elements called roofs
essentially related to foundations. Both Figure 1
and Figure 2 can now be seen as two applica-
tions of KeyGraph to sequential data: Substitut-
ing each line in Table 1 with corresponding lines
in Table 3 clarifies the analogy.

Table 2: An example of Data 2.

timei longitudei latitudei depthi magnitudei

1 85 07 01 142.804E 42.140N 10.2 2.1
01:17:52.24

2 85 07 01 139.523E 37.441N 158.7 3.1
03:01:49.92

... ... ... ... ... ...
N 85 07 01 138.469E 36.992N 12.9 2.2

19:51:53.45
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Experimental Support of the
Semantics of KeyGraph

Risky faults and fundamental faults

I dealt with 390 major active faults in Japan as
Data 1, and ten-thousand earthquakes per year in
average for Data 2. These data were obtained by
mixing JUNEC (Japanese University Network
Earthquake Catalogue) and the data of JMA
(Japan Meteorological Agency). The threshold
value M� used in Step EQ2) was set to 4.0.

First, let me show the performance of F3 for
the Kansai area of Japan. Here, Data 2 was taken
for earthquakes in 1985 in this area. Figure 3,
whose upper half shows the active faults as the
numbered lines, present the output of F3 in the
lower half. Active fault No.39 was obtained as
risky. No.39 is the Nojima fault, at which the
South-Hyogo earthquake of M7.2 occurred in
1995. This fault was selected to be the most
risky, from each earthquake-sequence of each
year from 1985 to 1992 in the Kansai area. We

Figure 2. An example output of KeyGraph. The black nodes representing frequent words are connected by solid
lines and form clusters called foundations, with underlying common contexts. The shadowed nodes, e.g.
`awareness', that show infrequent words are connected with multiple foundations by dotted lines, showing rare
but possibly essential words. Nodes linked to multiple strong columns are double-circled, meaning that they have
significant positions in the structure.

Case of a document:
(1) Actions of the author, i.e., writing words
(2) Periods (`.'s): The end of sentences
(3) Basic concepts for the author
(4) The co-occurrence of words, for expressing a basic concept
(5) The relations of asserted words to basic concepts

Case of an earthquake-sequence:
(1) The sequence of focal faults of past earthquakes
(2) Periods (`.'s): Moments of major changes in the movement of land crusts, i.e., moments

of major earthquakes omitting large energy
(3) Fundamental faults
(4) Branch-faults of one fundamental fault pushing each other locally
(5) The stress to risky faults from the movement of fundamental faults

Table 3: A document and an earthquake-sequence as special cases for KeyGraph: Items for the same number
correspond to each other, and in Table 1.
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can say that KeyGraph detected the risk of the
South-Hyogo earthquake, because Data 2 (in this
case) was recorded before the large earthquake
took place. The 51 (top 14%) risky faults
obtained from the data of 1985 to 1992 all over
Japan included all the real earthquake focuses
after the term in which data were recorded.
Another point in Figure 3 is that we find fault

No.39 stressed by the cluster including two
fundamental faults under areas (A) and (B) and
faults No.24 and 34 (each node forming one
cluster). This corresponds to the seismological
semantics presented above and also to the
prevalent seismological hypothesis that the
southern area is moving to the west stressing
(A) and that the northern area (Eurasian plate) is
relatively moving to the east stressing (B). Thus,

fault 39 is located to be stressed by the
movements of fundamental faults ((A) and (B)).
These validate the seismological semantics of
KeyGraph presented above.

Results of Japanese risky faults

(1) The snap-shot results from Data 2 from 1985
to 1992 in JUNEC
From this range of data, the thick lines in Figure
4 were obtained as risky faults by KeyGraph. Let
us go into detailed evaluation of this result. The
solid lined faults in each of the five frames in
Figure 4 were obtained by F3 as the 13% riskiest
faults in the frame ± from Data 2 of earthquakes
which occurred in the framed area. The output
figures of KeyGraph for these frames, exemplified

Figure 3. The result of KeyGraph, for the Kansai area. KeyGraph obtained the double-circled nodes in the lower
figure as risky faults. The thick solid lines and black nodes form clusters (foundations) and the dotted lines show
the stress from clusters to faults. Thick dotted lines represent the strongest stress.
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by Figure 3, showed that local crust areas smaller
than each frame stressed the risky faults. On the
other hand, faults with the dotted lines in Figure
4 were obtained as the 13% riskiest faults in
overall Japan, from the same data-set. The
difference between the solid and the dotted
lines stems from the activity localities, i.e. local
(solid lines) and global (dotted lines) land-crust
activities.
In Figure 4, the thicker line (fault) was

obtained as the riskier, that is, it obtained the
larger key value of KeyGraph-Step 2. The circles
in Figure 4 depict the largest 10 earthquakes
after or near the years during which Data 2 was
recorded. The faults nearest to all these
epicentres were selected by F3 as risky. We
restricted the target data to earthquakes from
before 1992, in order to show that F3

successfully detected future risks of earthquakes.
Faults in the output included the 12 riskiest

faults (areas (A)-(L) in Figure 4) to which
seismologists pay attention (cf Matsuda, 1997;
RGAFJ, 1992). Furthermore, believing in all the
results of F3 except only one probable error
pointed out by staff in ERI (Earthquake Research
Institute of Tokyo University), the precision of
risky faults obtained by F3 was 98% (50/51). The
`only probable error' here was shown in the thick
dotted arrow with X in Figure 4. The sea-side
fault in the Fukushima prefecture, at the

arrowhead, was taken as risky although
seismologists regard this area as rather safer. If
this is a failure, this can be explained by the fact
that some earthquakes in the data, whose
epicentres are near this fault but the real focus
is far ± that is, on a deep extension of a pacific
plate (seen in the east of the trough at the tail of
the arrow, if looked from the surface of land) ±
disturbed the risk detection. It may be possible
to reduce such failures, by restricting our target
to only shallow active faults and to ignore deep
earthquakes at troughs. However, in that
approach we have to give up some good results.
For example, according to seismologists area (L)
in Figure 4 (South-Kanto area) is possible to
quake greatly. The trough in area (L) was judged
risky by F3. If we ignore deep earthquakes,
earthquakes in area (L) will be thrown away from
Data 2 and (L) becomes eliminated from the risky
areas of F3. To avoid both errors, we have to
consider the crust structures in the deep level
underground. Unfortunately, the deep under-
ground structures of most faults are unknown.

(2) The shifts of risky areas
When a large earthquake occurs, fundamental
faults that affected the quaked focal fault usually
begin to stress other faults that they can affect.
This newly stressed fault tends to exist near the
quaked fault, because it is affected by the same

Figure 4. Risky faults obtained by F3, from the data of earthquakes in each framed area (solid lines) and of all
over Japan (dotted lines). The shadowed areas are estimated to be risky according to seismologists.
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fundamental faults. For example, after the Tottori
earthquake (M7.2) in 1943, the stress shifted to a
near-by fault which caused a large (M7.1)
earthquake in Fukui prefecture in 1948. This
section shows that F3 caught such phenomena in
various parts of Japan. By this, we can validate
the semantics of KG2), i.e. a fundamental fault
affects its branch faults with great energy and
triggers the local co-quaking of branch faults.
In the period from 1993 through 1995 many

large earthquakes occurred in Japan. Here, I
compare the risky areas obtained from the
earthquake history from before 1993 and after
January 1995, to detect stress-shifts after large
earthquakes. Figure 5 shows that the stress
which had been concentrated in a narrow area
(including No.39) faded with the South-Hyogo

earthquake in 1995 at No.39, and shifted to the
left-end (west-south) of the map along the
median tectonic line (area (A) in Figure 3 and
Figure 4). This shows that the focal fault No.39
of South-Hyogo earthquake had been stressed
by the fundamental fault (the median tectonic
line). Because the movement (relative to other
areas) of the area between areas (A) and (B) was
sped up after 1995 due to the large quake at fault
No.39, the stress at faults No.40, 41 and 12 came
to be strengthened. This stress-scattering along
the median tectonic line is seen in Figure 5.
Similarly, in the result for the northern part of

Japan in Figure 6, the stress in No.203 shifted to
No. 199 with the South-west Hokkaido ocean
earthquake in 1992 near fault No.203. A
fundamental fault near both No.199 and 203

Figure 5. The shift of the stress in Kansai area in the south. The more densely black lines show faults, the
stronger stress. The left figure was obtained from data from before 1993, and the right figure from data from
after January 1995. No. 12 (the striped area) was of the highest key for every year after 1995 and quaking little
now ± a typical sign of near future risk of a large one. The illustrated faults are the riskiest 15 of 81 active
faults in Data 1 of the area.

Figure 6. The south-shift of stress in the north of Japan, before and after the South-west Hokkaido ocean
earthquake in 1992 which occurred near No. 233. The riskiest 14 faults of 70 in Data 1 of this area are shown
in each figure.
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seems to affect both faults, which is supported
by the fact that this area is near to the boundary
of two large plates (Eurasian plate and North
America plate). Also, the overall stress around
Hokkaido shifted to the south, and currently the
stress near volcano- (e.g. Mount Iwate) and the
ocean-area of Tohoku and Kanto were obtained
to be strong. In fact, the fault near Mount Iwate
had a severe earthquake in 1998. All in all, risky
faults in the results of KeyGraph shifted in
directions parallel to lines under which hidden
large faults are supposed to exist (or boundaries
of active fault provinces in (RGAFJ, 1992)).

(3) Other risky areas
According to KeyGraph, risky faults for areas
other than those mentioned above, were as
follows. The shifting of risky areas found are
related to boundaries of active faults provinces
or plates (RGAFJ, 1992).
In the South area (Kyushu) the area around the

median tectonic line and its south extensions are
stressed (after south-Hyogo quake, the stressed
areas shifted to the south along this line).
Southern extension of the line includes Taiwan,
where M7.0 occurred in 1999. In the Middle-
west (Chubu and Kanto) the stress in the east of
Izu peninsula has been strengthened by the
north-shift of the Philippine plate. Faults in the
Gifu, Nagano, and Niigata prefectures, which are
near the large fundamental fault Fossa Magna,
are found to stay risky before 1993 and after
1995.

Conclusion

Applying an existing algorithm (KeyGraph) to
the new purpose (earthquake-risk exploration),
which differs from the problem the algorithm
previously aimed to solve (document indexing),
has triple impacts:

1. Engineering Impact: By finding events (e.g.
earthquake-sequence) analogous to
previously dealt data (e.g. document), we
can extend the applicability of previous
algorithm to various problems;

2. Scientific Impact: Identifying the model, or
the cause-and-effect structure of real events,
is a major aim of science in general. When
there is a common structure in previous and
new data, we can obtain a clue to modelling
the new one, referring to the model for the
previous one;

3. Social Impact: Some rare events are
significant for human life. Earthquakes are
the typical examples of negative significance.
According to item 1 and 2 above, we can
expect to extend the successful results in this
paper to a new kind of events. Among these,

the social impact is being extended to
techniques for chance discovery, that is the
discovery of significant events/situations for
decisions, as opportunities and crisis.
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